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Ohashi’s compact powerful chippers join T H WHITE’s 

Machinery Imports range. 

The distribution division of T H WHITE already offers some of the best premium products in the 

professional ground care market and has now added Ohashi Chippers to its leading line up making 

them the sole UK importer and distributor of this unique little chipper with a timber capacity from 

3-6 inches. 

 

Ohashi woodchippers are premium machines of exceptional build quality. The manufacturer was 

founded in Japan in 1988 and has since developed agricultural and forestry-focused products that 

are low-impact – providing a high level of performance and low level of pollution. These products 

are widely used throughout the European market, earning a solid reputation for advanced 

environmental and safety standards. With this significant success in France, Germany and Italy in 

recent years, T H WHITE Machinery Imports expects these compact chippers to be as popular here 

in the UK. 
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Watch the Ohashi Compact Woodchippers in action! 

What is amazing about this versatile Ohashi chipper is that it’s the most powerful compact chipper 

in its class. There are other compact, mobile chippers around with automatic infeed, however, none 

of them chip up to 6 inches (15cm) in wood diameter and none are as compact as the ES151GH 

Ohashi model!  

The obvious advantage is access to jobs and the reduced labour of dragging materials to a collection 

point of a gated enclosure.  With a max width of 720mm, there aren’t many side gates or doorways 

that the Ohashi Chippers range can’t pass making them highly manoeuvrable. In addition, Ohashi 

chippers have the ability to produce a consistently sized and uniform woodchip normally found in 

larger 35hp woodchippers. This more attractive chipper can negate the need to transport the chip 

away for disposal as often customers are happy to have the chips remain in their garden as a ground 

cover to reduce weed growth. 

Bill Johnston Director of Machinery Imports shares that “Feedback received from numerous 

demonstrations confirms that the Ohashi Woodchipper provides a great solution for our 

contractors, whilst reducing their need for additional labour. We have been able to access the 

smallest of areas to complete some significant chipping works. Stock has now arrived in the UK and 

our sales team are busy distributing to a UK wide dealer network.” 

Find more information on this super-charged Ohashi Chipper range at ohashi.co.uk, or to book a 
demonstration contact Ocin Erwee at ocin.erwee@thwhite.co.uk or call +44 7968424032. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQpJnxwjvwg


T H WHITE Machinery Imports is a ground care equipment distributor.  Part of T H WHITE Group – an 

engineering services provider specialising in the supply and maintenance of machinery for multiple sectors 

including agriculture and dairy equipment, groundcare, construction, lorry cranes, grain storage, renewable 

energy, and fire and security systems.  The business has been helping customers get the best from machinery, 

land and buildings since 1832.  

For more information please visit: thwhite.co.uk. 


